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Abstract 
Many serious games use computer models of physical phenomenon (physical models) that simulate key aspects of the real-
world environment within the virtual environment confronting the players. How accurate must the physical models be? One 
answer for physical models in serious games generally is given here using statistical hypothesis testing. The result is a 
quantitative test of model accuracy in light of a given application in a serious game defined in terms of 1) the random 
uncertainties (inherent and measurement) of the real-world phenomenon at issue, and of 2) the level of use of the physical 
model in the serious game. The accuracy test allows the developers of serious games and physical models to discuss 
whether more or less accuracy, and hence, more or less use-cost for a physical model, is required for the serious game. The 
OpenSea Tactical 
Theatre Simulator. 
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1. Introduction 
Consider a serious game SG that makes use of a physical model PM of some natural phenomenon. The 
accuracy of PM is the degree to which the information that PM provides to SG corresponds to what would be 
observed of the natural phenomenon in the real world (the ground-truth data). High accuracy often comes at 
high cost in terms of computational burden, flexibility, implementation expertise, and specialized data 
requirements for using PM. Compromise in accuracy in PM may be required for its feasibility in SG. How 
much accuracy is required for a successful serious game? 
One very general answer is that PM is as accurate as it possibly can be in practice when its output cannot be 
discriminated from the phenomenon it emulates, given that the accuracy check is made using an amount of 
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ground-truth data equivalent to that required by SG in order to achieve its objectives. This can be made into a 
quantitative accuracy test in the following way. 
2. Quantitative formulation 
Assume that the real-world manifestation of the phenomenon modeled by PM is a physical quantity x. Like 
most physical quantities, x is generally a random variable because: 1) the physical phenomenon may be a 
random process (coin toss, gambling, weather, radioactive decay, mortality, etc.); and 2) real-world 
measurements of x are generally subject to uncertainty. The mean x and standard deviation x  of x can be 
estimated from observations of x made by experimentation in the real world. (Here x is assumed to be a scalar. 
The method might be extended to vectors, tensors, or combinations of several physical quantities.) Let y be the 
virtual counterpart of x as computed by PM with mean y and standard deviation y . One indicator  of the 
accuracy of PM is the difference 
xy   (1) 
The larger , the worse the model accuracy.  
In order to achieve the desired outcomes of SG (whether education, training, operation research etc.), the 
game must be played for a given length of time. The level of usage N of PM during relevant play can be 
estimated by the developer of the serious game, as part of the design and implementation process. The level of 
usage N specifies the amount of data in an accuracy test of PM. To use more presses the accuracy test beyond 
relevance to the objectives for SG. It would mean that we must have some other purpose for the model in mind 
than its use in SG. 
An estimate of the mean value y  from N data points Nyyyyy ...,, 321  is a random variable because y 
is a random variable. By the Central Limit Theorem, y is roughly Gaussian, with standard deviation 
Nyy / . The accuracy metric  is also a random variable, likewise roughly Gaussian insofar as it is 
based on means estimated from a series of independent observations, with mean and variance 
xy  and  N
y
yx
2
2222 . (2) 
If PM were perfectly accurate, then  
0xy  and N
x
x
2
22 .  (3) 
The assumption of perfect accuracy is refuted in the manner of hypothesis testing (rejection of a null 
hypothesis [1]) if the size of the observed accuracy  cannot be attributed to random variations on the order 
of  in (3). In other words, when is assessed in practice, without any assumption of perfection, and its 
magnitude falls outside confidence limits assigned on the distribution of  when perfect accuracy is assumed, 
then it means that the assumption of perfect accuracy in PM is refuted and rejected. Using a 90% confidence 
interval as in hypothesis testing generally happens, rejection of perfect accuracy occurs when 
N
x
x
2
2644.1644.1 ,  (4) 
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This can be recast as a weak tolerance requirement for PM for assured sufficient accuracy for use in SG, 
N
x
xy x
2
2644.1            (5) 
It is a weak requirement inasmuch as, when satisfied, it means that there is no objective unbiased evidence 
of imperfection in the model PM relative to the available ground-truth data. This is as much as one can ask 
regarding model accuracy. Indeed, the accuracy is practically perfect so far as the ground-truth is concerned. 
There are no grounds to improve (invest in) accuracy further.  
The use of a 90 % confidence follows convention in hypothesis testing generally across many diverse 
scientific fields of study, for hypotheses of all kinds, so we use it here. The value can be changed, but the 
departure would require more justification than adherence to accepted convention.  
Low random uncertainty in observations of x in the real-world implies that x and x
2 are small, and that 
the tolerance requirement becomes stringent. High random uncertainty results in a more forgiving tolerance. If 
the true mean x  of the physical phenomenon x is known, then 0
2
x . If  is an estimate of the mean, 
then the variance x
2 is the uncertainty in that estimate. The tolerance requirement (5) depends on the 
objectives of the serious game SG in as much as N is determined by the number of times of play required to 
achieve the objectives of SG.  
 
Fig. 1. Blue-force command team at their OpenSea Tactical Theatre Simulator station. 
3. Worked example 
Consider a SG OpenSea Tactical theatre Simulator [2], developed for maritime security, 
and used for virtual exercise of response measures against underwater intruders in a security zone around a 
high-value asset in a port. The objective during one exercise was to assess proposed non-lethal response 
measures against underwater intruders given realistic virtual sensors such as diver detection sonars and realistic 
virtual non-lethal weapons of various kinds. The serious game required a physical model PM for the detection 
of divers, underwater, using sonar. A number of models PM could be used for simulating diver detection 
distinguished primarily by their complexity. How accurate should the physical modeling of diver detection be? 
During the exercise, time allowed roughly 20 thirty-minute security-response vignettes, with the military 
forces (blue team) facing on the order of N = 10 underwater intruders (red team) in total. Elsewhere through at-
sea experiments [3] it was found that the detection range of many divers under controlled conditions had a 
mean distance for diver travel before detection of 81x m, a standard deviation of 3.40x , and an 
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uncertainty in the mean of 5.22x m. Substituting all into (5), we find a detection-range accuracy 
requirement of 
  5.42
10
3.405.22644.1
2
2  m.  (6) 
This amounts to accuracy tolerance for PM of about ±53 %. This does not seem onerous. Relatively simple 
models of diver detection can achieve it. 
4. Conclusions 
The accuracy requirement (5) stops short of proving the adequacy of accuracy in a physical model for use in 
a serious game. Following a different route to much the same end in practice, it tells us instead how much 
accuracy is required in order for a physical model to be indistinguishable from observations of the 
corresponding phenomenon in the real-world, when tested on the level of use required to achieve the objectives 
of the serious game. If (5) is satisfied, then there is no objective unbiased evidence for investing in better 
accuracy. It is practically perfect for use in the serious game, and its developers have the most justificat ion 
possible in practice for using the model, at least until better ground-truth data comes available from an 
experimentalist.    
The accuracy requirement (5) depends on the uncertainty of our knowledge of the physical quantity x , 
the random variability x in observations of x, and the level of use N of the model to achieve the objectives of 
the serious game. These points arise in any discussion of model accuracy assessment generally. Here they are 
combined quantitatively according to their importance in a test of accuracy. If the variance 2x and uncertainty 2
x
are not known, then it means that x is not understood well enough to speak of the accuracy of its modeling 
in light of any practical application. 
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